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Picture credits - Yamaha. Submit more pictures. Discuss this bike Rate this motorbike This
bike's rating Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance quotes Finance
options Tip a friend List related bikes. Pictures, trademarks and logos of third parties are the
exclusive property of the respective owners. Technical specifications are subject to change
without notice. This web uses cookies. About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy
policy. Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. More pictures Compare with any other
bike. Displacement :. Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Front suspension :. Rear suspension :.
Wheelbase :. Compare US insurance quotes from the nation's top providers. Compare US
motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers. Also check out our overview of
motorcycle webshops at Bikez. Parts and accessories available from Revzilla Motocross. Ships
to the US. List related bikes for comparison of specs. Discussions for every bike Bikez has
discussion forums for every bike. View comments, questions and answers at the Yamaha YZ F
discussion group. You can sign up for e-mail notifications when other riders answer you. If you
have extensive experience with the MC, please send us a review. If you consider buying this
bike, you should view the list of related motorbikes Look at photos. Compare technical specs.
And check out the rating of the bike's engine performance, reliability, repair costs, etc. You can
compare the rating with other bikes. Rating sample for this Yamaha bike. Engine performance
for the Yamaha YZ F: You can also compare bikes. The only choice for racing. The YZ is a
2-stroke motocross race bike made by Yamaha. It was launched in the s, and has been regularly
updated since. It is slowly being phased out and replaced by its more powerful four stroke rival,
the YZ The legendary two-stroke Supercross winner is now more potent than ever. A light,
aluminum frame housing a patented YPVS power-valve-equipped ripper of an engine results in
an awesome power-to-weight ratio. Winning just got easier. Out of the crate race "goodies"
include a new ProTaper aluminum handlebar, titanium footpegs, gripper seat, Excel rims and a
lightweight Beta titanium spring on the rear shock. New for Modified thickness of both inner and
outer fork tubes and revised damping settings. Rear shock lightened by the use of aluminum
components. Revised settings complement the changes in the fork. A lightweight and strong
Pro Taper aluminum handlebar in adjustable mounts adds comfort and control. Lighter
box-head bolts are used throughout the chassis to ease maintenance and reduce weight.
Patented YPVS power valve system combines crisp, hard-hitting bottom-end acceleration with
strong midrange and eye-opening top-end. Special-design carbon fiber reed-valve pedals
improve throttle response and engine performance across the entire rpm range.
Smooth-shifting, five-speed, close-ratio transmission with heavy-duty, multiplate clutch.
Primary kickstarter ensures smooth, easy starting action and reduced weight. Large-capacity
radiator features a ten-row core with four louvers for maximum cooling efficiency. Digital CDI
ignition system delivers precise spark for faster, stronger response anywhere in the powerband.
Trick, works-style clutch lever features race-spec barrel adjuster for on-the-fly adjustability. A
carefully engineered, advanced aluminum frame and swingarm give the YZ the best handling in
the class. Speed-Sensitive System 48mm Kayaba fork tubes move the transfer control valves
TCV above the fork springs, so that damping force is controlled by piston speed instead of
position. Along with a bigger base valve hole, the result is a smooth ride and super-precise
handling. Removable aluminum rear subframe constructed of square-section tubing for reduced
weight. Rear, fully adjustable Kayaba shock features a super-light titanium shock spring and
reduced-friction Kashima coating of internals. Lightweight front and rear calipers with
aluminum pistons and anti-bubble front master cylinder, mm fully floating front and mm rear
discs, deliver strong stopping power with progressive feel. Lightweight inch front and inch rear
Excel rims provide exceptional durability and help reduce unsprung weight for optimal
suspension performance and handling. Tapered rear wheel spacers ease sliding the rear wheel
into place, for quicker tire changes. Premium Dunlop knobbies offer race-spec traction and
wear. Wide, cleated, folding titanium footpegs are lightweight and provide excellent comfort,
grip and ground clearance. Wide-diameter fuel tank cap ensures easier usage, while larger tank
opening means faster, hassle-free refueling. Cleated rear brake lever and folding shift lever tip
offer superb grip and exceptional durability. Repackable exhaust silencer. Durable, comfortable
handlebar grips. Stainless steel clutch cable for longer life. Engine Type: cc liquid-cooled
2-stroke; reed-valve inducted Bore x Stroke: Dimensions Length: Fuel Capacity: 2. Your
browser does not support HTML5 video. Anthony Kodack. Read More. What do you think?
Motorcycle Finder:. Yamaha YZ. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us.
Automotive journalist job. The bike that started the four-stroke revolution benefits from
significant chassis and engine refinements, providing the power delivery, handling and the edge
that can keep you on the podium. For , the bike that started the four-stroke revolution benefits
from significant chassis and engine refinements that ensure the five-titanium-valved YZF
remains at the head of the open-class pack. Modifications to the light and strong aluminum

frame and suspension mean light, precise, confident handling at any speed. Five-speed gearbox
provides maximum flexibility and the right gear for a wide range of riding environments. Ready
to race straight out of the crate - with a ProTaper aluminum handlebar in adjustable clamps,
titanium shock spring, ti footpegs, gripper seat, etc. Replacing the upper cast triple clamp with a
light and strong forging, slightly reducing steering head rigidity, and the use of lighter outer
fork tubes; lighter wheel rims and light wave-type brake rotors add up to super-accurate,
super-responsive steering. Increasing the length of the rear shock by 1. Replacing steel
damping adjusters with aluminum ones removes even more weight from the four-way
adjustable, titanium-sprung rear suspension unit. A more rigid clutch pressure plate helps put
power to the ground and dissipates heat more efficiently, especially during partial-clutch
operation. Shorter lever stroke with percent reduced effort means instant response. New,
titanium exhaust pipe fattens low- and mid-range power while simultaneously adhering to AMA
noise regulations. Forged bar clamps reduce weight for superior handling. Revised CDI ignition
keeps that amazingly broad and deep powerband hard-hitting, yet controllable. Lightweight,
titanium valves and load-reduced springs minimize reciprocating mass for fast-revving,
hard-hitting power delivery across the rev range. Additional weight-saving engine features
include: small-design cam chain tensioner and oil pump, aluminum oil hose, all-titanium
exhaust header, flange, bracket and heat shield and light CDI ignition unit. Primary kickstarting
with automatic decompression and convenient handlebar-mounted hot start lever ensures easy
restarts. Kick pinion gear is separate from the primary driven gear for smoother clutch
engagement. Large-capacity radiator is reinforced for greater strength. Aluminum frame uses a
mix of alloy casting, forgings and extrusions to produce a tuned-flex frame that makes the YZ
the finest handling motocross bike ever. Speed-Sensitive System 48mm Kayaba fork places
transfer control valves TCV above the fork springs, so that damping force is controlled by
piston speed; Eliminating mid-stroke damping force changes provides a smooth, precise ride.
Titanium-sprung four-way adjustable rear shock with Kashina-coated internals reduces friction
for fantastic compliance and great handling. More weight savings come via two-piece part
aluminum, part plastic engine protector plates and thin-walled engine guard construction.
Removable aluminum rear subframe constructed of square-section tubing for light weight and
easy maintenance - lighter fasteners for enhance weight distribution and handling. Lightweight
front wheel hub for reduced unsprung weight and increased durability. Premium Dunlop
knobbies provide unbeatable, competition-spec traction and great wear. Lightweight inch front
and inch rear Excel rims are exceptionally durable and reduce unsprung weight. Wide, cleated,
folding titanium footpegs are light, strong, and provide excellent comfort, grip and ground
clearance. Cleated rear brake lever and folding shift lever tip offer superb grip and excellent
durability. Repackable exhaust silencer. Durable, comfortable handlebar grips. Stainless steel
clutch cable for longer life. Your browser does not support HTML5 video. Anthony Kodack.
Read More. What do you think? Motorcycle Finder:. Yamaha YZ. Competing Vehicles. Active
filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. Yamaha launched the YZF-R1 after
redesigning the Genesis engine to create a more compact engine by raising the gearbox input
shaft and allowing the gearbox output shaft to be placed beneath it. This 'stacked gearbox' was
followed by other manufacturers. Compacting the engine made the engine much shorter,
allowing the wheelbase to be shortened. This allowed the frame design to place the weight of
the engine in the frame to aid handling because of an optimized center of gravity. The
instrument panel was electrical with a self diagnosis system and digital speed readout. This
created a high powered and high torque engine. The R1 saw only minor changes, apart from
paint and graphics. More improvements were a redesigned gear change linkage and the gear
change shaft length being increased. Fuel tank reserve capacity was reduced from 5. In ,
Yamaha introduced a series of changes to improve the bike, and minor changes to the
bodywork to allow for better long duration ride handling. Yamaha's main design goal was to
sharpen the pre-existing bike and not to redesign it. At The headlight housing's profile was
sharpened, the side panels were made more aerodynamic and slippery, and the windscreen was
reshaped for better rider protection. The seating area was also updated. The fuel tank was
reshaped, with a more relaxed rear angle and deeper leg recesses to provide for a better rider
feel. The seat extended further towards the rear of the tank and the new, steeper, seating
position put additional weight on the front end. All of this was aimed at improving weight bias
and offering sharper cornering and more stability. The redesigned camshafts were lightened
and used internal oil ways to lubricate journals that, when combined with reduced tappet
clearance, provided less friction and created less engine noise. The gearbox received a taller
first gear, a hollow chrome moly shift shaft with an additional bearing and a completely
redesigned shift linkage and foot pedal. These changes were aimed at eliminating problems
with the transmission in earlier models, and to help to seamlessly transfer the bike's power to

the road. A new fuel injection system was introduced for the year, which worked like a
carburetor by employing a CV carburetor slide controlled by vacuum created by the engine.
With a similar power output to the bike, the engine remained largely the same. One notable
improvement was the use of new cylinder sleeves of a high silicon content alloy containing
magnesium that minimized heat induced distortion, reducing oil consumption. Also in , Yamaha
released the newly developed Deltabox frame, [5] which, with its hydro formed construction,
reduced the total number of frame welds. The cooling system was redesigned for better
performance and compactness. The exhaust system was changed from a 4-into-1 to a new
titanium 4-intointo-1 design. The rear end of the motorcycle was updated and streamlined with a
LED taillight. This allowed for very clean rear body lines when choosing one of several common
after market modifications, such as removal of the turn signal stalks and stock license plate
bracket; and replacing them with assorted available replacements that "hug" the body or frame.
Also, front end lighting was improved in , between the higher definition headlights and also side
"parking" lights within the twin-headlight panel, giving a more angular appearance. This also
gave additional after market possibilities, such as to remove the front turn signals and use
these front lights as directional or hazard markers while stopped. For , the only change was
fitted hazard warning lights and dipped headlights, which stay on all the time the engine is
running. With the competition advancing, Yamaha made some major changes to the model. This
included style updates, like an under seat twin exhaust, and performance upgrades including
radial brakes, and, for the first time an R1 Ram-air intake. Furthermore, the tendency for
wheelies by earlier productions was reduced by changing the geometry of the frame and weight
distribution. The all-new engine was no longer used as a stressed member of the chassis, and
had a separate top crankcase and cylinder block. The conventional front brake calipers were
replaced by radially mounted calipers, activated by a radial master cylinder. A factory-installed
steering damper was also added this year. Combined with the changes to the frame, this helped
to eliminate the tendency of the handlebars to shake violently during rapid acceleration or
deceleration on less-than-perfect surfaces, a phenomenon known as a speed wobble or tank
slapper. In this year, Yamaha also released a limited edition version in original Yamaha racing
colors to celebrate its 50th anniversary. Custom forged aluminum Marchesini wheels
specifically designed for the LE shaved nearly a pound off the unsprung weight. A back
torque-limiting slipper clutch , and an integrated lap timer rounded out the package, making the
LE virtually a production racer. Only units were made for the United States with another units
for Europe. It had an all-new inline four-cylinder engine, going back to a more conventional
four-valves per cylinder, rather than Yamaha's trade mark five-valve Genesis layout. There were
no major changes for Power at the rear wheel was In late , Yamaha announced they would
release an all new R1 for The R1 was the first production sportbike to use a crossplane
crankshaft. Another advancement included on the model was D-Mode Throttle Control Valve
Mapping, which allows a rider to choose between three distinct maps depending on the rider's
environment. The first mode is Standard Mode, which delivers performance for a wide variety of
driving conditions. The second mode is "A" mode which will give a rider more available power
in the lower to mid RPM range. The third mode is "B" mode, which is a dial back of the previous
mode, designed to soften throttle response in inclement weather and heavy traffic. D-Mode
throttle control is controlled by the rider through a forward mode button near the throttle.
Overall handling of the R1 was improved through changes to frame and suspension. A new sub
frame was designed for the R1, cast from magnesium giving lower weight aiding mass
centralisation. The rear shock absorber on the offers variable speed damping, as well as an
easy to tweak pre-load via a screw adjustment. The rear shock now connects underneath the
swing arm through a different linkage; a change from previous years' models. To improve
overall handling and safety, Yamaha included an electronic steering damper. The front has the
same classic R1 shape, though the air intake location and headlamp design have been
revamped on the model; using only projector lamps, and using the new-found design space
within the nose cone to reroute ram air tubes next to the lights. In the Yamaha YZF-R1 received
traction control, redesigned upper cowl nose of bike , and a special edition 50th Anniversary R1
was released. The special edition commemorates the participation of Yamaha in MotoGP. Only
units of this edition were made. Information is presented to the rider through a
user-customizable thin-film display. A third model starting in is also offered a lower-spec R1S.
The bike had five wins in the Macau Grand Prix between and Nakasuga, P. Espargaro, and B.
Smith won the Suzuka 8 Hours endurance race. Yamaha rider Josh Brookes won the British
Superbike series title. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article's lead section may be
too short to adequately summarize its key points. Please consider expanding the lead to
provide an accessible overview of all important aspects of the article. December This section
does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable
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to remove this template message. Cycle World. Retrieved February 4, Sport Rider. Retrieved
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Category Commons. Yamaha motorcycle timeline, sâ€”present. Categories : Sport bikes
Yamaha motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Hidden categories: Wikipedia introduction
cleanup from December All pages needing cleanup Articles covered by WikiProject Wikify from
December All articles covered by WikiProject Wikify Articles needing additional references from
November All articles needing additional references Commons category link from Wikidata
Official website not in Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help
Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Yamaha Motor Company. Sport bike [1]. Single shock, adj. Single
shock, piggyback reservoir, spring preload, adj. XS Special XJ Diversion. YX Radian. TDM MT
Tracer. BT Bulldog. V Star XT E. XT R. Click photos to enlarge. They make great desktop
images. Lighter, improved handling, more revs, more YZ. For , we have made a number of detail
improvements such as an overall lighter front end, revised rear ride height for improved
cornering and new frame with optimized rigidity balance for light, precise handling. The
engineers also focused attention on improving the low to mid engine performance with
revisions to the intake, exhaust and ignition systems. The tank features a new partition in the
centre of the tank that improves the air-oil separation function. This tank is positioned low in the
chassis which centralizes mass and lowers the centre of gravity for exceptional handling and a
light feeling. The carb features a revised air vent passage and new settings for improved engine
power. The CD settings have been improved for to match the engine improvements. A new
reinforcing bar has been added to the rads for improved protection in the event of a tip over.
The louvers that direct the air into the rads has been revised for improved air flow into the rads.
Specially shaped header pipe angle maximizes engine power and allows hassle-free
replacement of the oil filter. It is now This muffler is designed to meet the new AMA noise
regulation. This frame design provides a lower centre of gravity for a light feel and razor sharp
handling, plus less rider fatigue, and excellent stability. The engine mounting bolts and the
mounting plates have been revised to optimize the rigidity balance of the entire chassis.
Detachable design allows easy access when servicing rear suspension components. The bolts
that secure the subframe are now 10mm for easier servicing same size as the side covers. The
revised swingarm features a change to the chain adjuster area of the arm to reduce weight. The
swingarm improves overall chassis balance for a lighter handling feel. The reinforcing ribs have
also been modified for improved strength and reduced weight. The handlebar holder has also
been revised for reduced weight. The pinch bolts have also been shortened to reduce weight.
The Pro Taper design provides excellent strength and durability. Foam handlebar pad is
included. The twin chamber design means the damper unit is in a separate structure which
prevents aerated fork oil from entering the inner damper assembly and degrading its damping
abilities. Since the inner damper is pressurized, it also eliminates bubbles forming in the oil. The
cylinder diameter is 24mm for excellent primary cushioning and a low friction oil seal is used to
reduce stiction. The TCV enhances the damping force of the inner damper from mid stroke to
full stroke and improves bottoming characteristics. The benefit of TCV is more precise control
throughout the full stroke range. Front wheel travel is mm Optional fork springs are available
through Genuine Yamaha parts. Adjustments include: spring preload, way rebound damping,
way low-speed compression damping and 2 turns of high speed compression damping.
Selected shock body components such as the compression and damping adjuster mechanisms
and spring guide have been changed from steel to aluminum to reduce weight. The piston rod
diameter is 18mm while Kashima coating is used in the shock body and sub tank to reduce
friction and improve suspension performance during a long moto. The rear suspension settings
have been revised for This titanium spring provides outstanding strength, and durability,
combined with reduced weight. The size of the caliper body has also been reduced for weight
savings. This revised design provides excellent stopping power and feel. Shorty style,
adjustable front brake lever too. This new rotor is squeezed by a single piston caliper which
features an integrated master cylinder fluid reservoir is integrated into the top of the master
cylinder for strong stopping power with excellent feel and control. This body design not only
provides an aggressive appearance to the YZF but also allows for fast, easy rider movements.
Newly designed rubber swingarm protector. A minor shape change reduces weight. For a new
base layer of lightweight polypropylene foam is used. You must be logged in to post a
comment. News Ticker. Ready to win â€¦ right out of the crate For , we have made a number of
detail improvements such as an overall lighter front end, revised rear ride height for improved
cornering and new frame with optimized rigidity balance for light, precise handling. The YZF
restarts in any gear. About Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner and Founder of Total Motorcycle.

Supporting over Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great years. Total Motorcycle is my pride
and joy and being able to reach out million people has been incredible but I could not have done
it without the support of my visitors, readers and members, thank you so much! You are making
a difference to millions of riders worldwide. Thank you. Previous Yamaha YZ Next BMW F Be the
first to comment Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Make
Yamaha. Model YZF. This is a listing for a complete rear sub-frame for a Yamaha YZF. There is
no damage to the sub frame, however it is used It is used like I said but there is absolutely
nothing wrong with it, other than some minor cosmetic,,,, Yamaha OEM Part : 2S So why buy
new? Model YZ. We used it once and its on excellent condition. It comes with all white and all
blue plastic covers and fenders. The white parts have a custom official Felix the Cat stickers
provided from DreamWorks Animation which makes it a unique bike. I can let you see it and test
drive it here is my number: - - seven,two,three,zero. Lighter improved handling, more revs, more
YZ. Model YZ f. It has been through our service department, has been serviced and inspected.
Model YZ F. Cean bike. Adult owned. Runs good. Lightly jumped. Sprockets and chain are good.
Suspension seems fine. Clutch and gears seem fine. Rims are true. Front brake pads are new.
To view that information, please click on the "view website" link in the details section below.
Most of our bikes are sold fully serviced, detailed and have a nationwide warranty of up to days.
And yes, we also take trades! Vehicle DescriptionThis Bike is a monster! With the white plastics
this clean bike will make all of your friends heads turn, and at such a great price! Don't miss out
on this deal of a life time! Bike runs smooth and has been well maintained with oil changes
every 3 rides as well as air filter cleaned and spark plugs changed regularly as needed, just
rebuilt the carb and fork seals. This bike has never been raced since we have owned it. Also
have a devol racing lowering link to drop the bike 1inch but still have the stock linage arm to go
with the bike to raise it back up. Installed sunline v1 folding brake and clutch levers. Decal worx
graphix kit new polisport full plastic kit as well, brand new front and rear dunlop geomax tires
only 2 rides on them. Installed lex mx rear pipe still have the stock pipe that goes with the bike
as well. New rear sproket amd front drive sproket and new gold oring chain. New tusk foot pegs.
Decal worx ribbed gripper seat cover. And radiator braces on the bike. Also have another air
filter to go woth the bike and stock brake and clutch leavers and also the bike has a new clutch
cable and throttle cable. Open to negotiations on price feel free to call or text any time of day.
Model YZF R6. This Venture has been to Yellowstone and back without a worry. It's been on The
Tail of the Dragon with no problems. It's a great riding and running bike. Lots of aftermarket
parts. I earned my Iron Butt membership on this bike, miles in 24 hours. I have 3 bikes so it's
time to get rid of one. Great working condition. Has GPR stabilizer, power commander and
performance braking system. Model YZF-R6. Call Mountain Motorsports today at Mountain
Motorsports has been the place for motorcycle enthusiasts since We were started and are
owned by enthusiasts. We are franchised dealers for Honda, Polaris, Suzuki and Husqvarna.
Mountain Motorsports has one of the largest selections of affordable used motorcycles in
California. Whether you have good credit or credit challenges we can help you. We take trades
and we also will buy your motorcycle or ATV. We are also the 1 Polaris growth dealer in
California! We are located at N Mountain Avenue in Ontario. Bring in or mention this ad for this
price. This Supersport champ is bristling with new and Yamaha-exclusive technologies gained
from years of racing. The YZF-R6 is the most advanced production middleweight ever built.
Model V-Star. Day Heights, OH. Burnet, TX. Carthagena, OH. Ridgefield, WA. Eaton, NH.
Ravenscroft, TN. Rock Springs, WY. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for
Sale Yamaha Yzf. Category - Engine cc cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted
Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters
Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Quick Links. See also: Owner's Service
Manual. Table of Contents. YZ Y. Page 2 Read this manual carefully before operating this
vehicle. This manual should stay with this vehicle if it is sold. Page 3 Read this manual carefully
before operating this vehicle. Read this manual carefully before operating this vehicle. Any
reprinting or unauthorized use without the written permission of Yamaha Motor Co. Printed in
Japan Congratulations on your purchase of could result in death or serious in- If you should
swallow some gaso- a Yamaha YZ series. This model is jury. This manual consists of seven
chapters; "General Information", "Specifications", "Regular inspec- tion and adjustments",
"Engine", "Chassis", "Electrical" and "Tun- ing" 2. The table of contents is at the be- ginning of
the manual. Look over the general layout of the book be- fore finding then required chapter and
item. Page 8 der of the jobs in the exploded di- 4. A number that is enclosed panies the
exploded diagram, To help identify parts and clarify pro- by a circle indicates a disassemproviding the order of jobs, names cedure steps, there are exploded dia- bly step. Fuel cock
Engine stop switch Starter knob Front brake lever Drive chain Throttle grip Air filter Radiator
cap Shift pedal Fuel tank cap Front fork Kickstarter crank Fuel tank Radiator Page Identification

End of each hose 5. Keep away from fire. We recommend to use Yamaha This valve joint "1"
prevents fuel from genuine parts for all replace- flowing out and is installed to the fuel ments.
Check for continuity with a tester. Using the correct special tool will help prevent damage
caused by the use of improper tools or improvised techniques. The shape and part number
used for the special tool differ by country, so two types are provided. Radiator cap tester
adapter YU, Steering nut wrench This tool is used when tighten the YU, steering ring nut to
specification. Page 16 Ignition checker nents. Push the starter tank to carburetor and also filters
the The engine stop switch "1" is located down lightly with your foot until the fuel. Drain the
break-in oil-fuel mixture Never mix two types of oil in the 5. The engine is warmed up when it
from the fuel tank and refill with same batch; Page Tightening Torques 0. Torque specifications
6 mm for special components or assem- blies are included in the applicable sections of this
book. Pass the clutch cable in front of the center of the cylinder head tightening nut. Pass the
air vent hose, overflow hose and crankcase breather hose between the frame and connecting
rod. Then pass the radiator breather hose inside the CDI magneto lead. High tension cord
bracket. Pass the radiator breather hose CDI unit band Pass the high tension cord to the behind
the radiator hose. Page Maintenance Intervals The following schedule is intended as a general
guide to maintenance and lubrication. Bear in mind that such factors as weather, terrain,
geographical location, and individual usage will alter the required maintenance and lubrication
intervals. If you are a doubt as to what intervals to follow in maintaining and lubricating your
machine, consult your Yamaha dealer. Lubricate, slack, alignment Chain slack: 48â€”58 mm 1.
Before using this machine, check the following points. Thoroughly wash your eye with Do not
remove the radiator cap water and see your doctor. Apply the specified pressure. Check: 1.
Inspect: 2. Turn out the pilot air screw by the factory-set number of turns. Start the engine and
warm it up for several minutes and wait for To optimize the fuel flow at a smaller five minute.
Pull the lever in or push down on Brake lever position adjustment ment, make sure that the rear
the pedal. Hold the lever or pedal steps: brake does not drag. Loosen the locknut "1". Loosen
the bleed screw and allow b. Remove the pad pin and brake pads "4". Install the pad pin plug
"10". Loosen the pad pin "3". Remove the rear wheel "4" and Pad pin plug: e. Connect the
transparent hose "5" brake caliper "5". PADS" section. Check: eral times to find the tightest
point. Tighten the locknuts. Always adjust each front fork to 2. Remove the air bleed screw "1"
the same setting. Uneven adjust- and release the internal pressure ment can cause poor
handling and from the front fork. Adjust: ing bearings. Install the washer "5", upper bracket "6",
washer "7", steering stem nut "8", handlebar "9", han- Steering ring nut adjustment dlebar
upper holder "10" and steps: number plate "11". Remove the number plate. Lubricate the
following areas Loosen the screws stator "1". Those who have little knowledge and skill
concerning servicing are request- ed not to undertake inspection, adjustment, disassembly, or
reassembly only by reference to this manual. Yamaha bond No. Blow out all passages and
position sensor "1" except when jets with compressed air. Measure: chamfered side "a" to the
right. Install: Insert the set pin "3" included in own- er's tool kit to remove the bolt push rod.
Check: 6. Bolt brake pedal Shift the brake pedal downward. Lock washer Refer to removal
section. Straighten the lock washer tab and Clutch spring free use the clutch holding tool "4"
Place an aluminum plate "a" between the teeth of the primary drive gear "2" and driven gear "3".
Governor assembly Dowel pin Refer to removal section. Install: 1. Remove: 1. Install: Ignition
timing B. Bolt brake pedal : 26 Nm 2. SHAFT" section. Main axle Refer to removal section.
Remove: the sliding gear, then install. Nut rear wheel axle Rear wheel axle Drive chain puller
Rear wheel Refer to removal section. Apply the lithium soap base grease on the oil seal lip.
Drain the brake fluid. Refer to removal section. Brake hose holder protector Union bolt Brake
hose Brake caliper piston dust seal Refer to removal section. Brake caliper piston seal Refer to
removal section. Washer Push rod Rear Brake master cylinder kit Install: 2. Pass the brake hose
through the cable guide "1". The front fork requires careful atten- tion. So it is recommended
that the 3. Tighten: base valve with specified torque. Temporarily tighten the damper
saab9
2008 ford 64
volkswagen jetta electrical problems
as- sembly. Tighten: 5. Tube guide Apply the lithium soap base grease on the throttle cable end
and tube guide cable winding portion. Tighten: Support the machine securely so there is no
danger of it falling over. Install: 4. Adjust: 3. It may lead to Disconnect the spark plug cap
Replace. Connect the dynamic spark tester place. Check each couplers and wire connection.
Disconnect the solenoid valve coupler. Connect 12V battery to the sole- noid valve coupler.
Check entire ignition system for connection. Insert the thin electric conductors Stop the engine.
There- "1". Shearing noise If cannot be corrected: Whitish spark plug Clogged float valve seat

Clogged fuel hose Actual- spark plugs, if they are found improp- ly, however, as the speed
depends er, it can be corrected by the following on the ground condition of the day Section
Medi- Symptom Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

